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Abstract 
In the last decades, recombinant structural proteins have become very promising in 
addressing different issues like the lack of traceability of biomedical devices or the 
design of more sensitive biosensors. Among them, we find elastin-like recombinamers 
(ELRs), which can be designed to self-assemble into diverse structures, like hydrogels. 
Furthermore, they might be combined with other protein polymers, such as silk, to give 
silk-elastin-like recombinamers (SELRs), holding the properties of both proteins. In this 
work, due to their recombinant nature, we have fused two different fluorescent proteins 
(FPs), i.e. the green Aequorea coerulescens EGFP and the near-infrared eqFP650, to a 
SELR able to form irreversible hydrogels through physical cross-linking. These 
recombinamers showed an emission of fluorescence similar to the single FPs, and they 
were capable of forming hydrogels with different stiffness (G’ = 60-4000 Pa), by 
varying the concentration of the SELR-FPs. Moreover, the absorption spectrum of 
SELR-eqFP650 showed a peak greatly overlapping the emission spectrum of the SELR-
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AcEGFP, hence enabling Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) upon the interaction 
between two SELR molecules, each one containing a different FP, due to the stacking 
of silk domains at any temperature and to the aggregation of elastin-like blocks above 
the transition temperature. This effect was studied by different methods and a FRET 
efficiency of 0.06-0.2 was observed, depending on the technique used for its calculation. 
Therefore, innovative biological applications arise from the combination of SELRs with 
FPs, such as enhancing the traceability of hydrogels based on SELRs intended for tissue 
engineering, the development of biosensors, and the prediction of FRET efficiencies of 
novel FRET pairs. 
Introduction 
The combination of peptides and proteins holding specific properties with other 
molecules may lead to the engineering of novel materials with improved features that 
can be exploited in different biological applications. This can be achieved through the 
chemical conjugation of (poly)peptides to other molecules able to form diverse types of 
structures.
1
 However, recombinant protein-based materials are much more interesting in 
terms of conjugation to other proteins, since the fusion protein can be obtained by 
genetic engineering methods and further expression in a heterologous host.
2
 
Regarding specific recombinant polymers, elastin-like recombinamers (ELRs), a 
terminology that highlights the recombinant nature of elastin-like polypeptides first 
described by Urry et al.,
3
 have been extensively used for the development of different 
materials in the recent years.
4-6
 ELRs comprise repetitive units of the Val-Pro-Gly-X-
Gly (VPGXG)n pentapeptide in which X (guest residue) is any amino acid except L-
proline. Moreover, they show thermosensitivity due to the change of the protein 
conformation above the so-called transition temperature (Tt), which itself depends on 
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the polarity of the side chain in the guest residue.
7
 Therefore, the Tt can be tuned 
depending on the amino acid chosen in the X position of the pentapeptide.
8,9
 
Furthermore, ELRs can be designed so the phase transition occurring above the Tt is 
translated into a hydrophobically-driven self-assembly of the molecules towards 
supramolecular structures such as particles,
10
 micelles and vesicles,
11
 electrospun 
fibers
12
 and hydrogels,
13
 among others. In addition, ELRs can be fused to repeated 
amino acid sequences derived from other structural proteins like the GAGAGS 
hexapeptide found in Bombyx mori silk fibroin, hence giving rise to silk-elastin-like 
recombinamers (SELR),
14
 to form more complicated structures, e.g. hydrogels, that 
incorporate the properties of both polypeptides.
15
 
In this work, we have fused two different fluorescent proteins (FPs) to a previously 
described amphiphilic SELR
15
 based on two types of elastin-like domains, one 
hydrophilic and the other one hydrophobic, by including glutamic acid and isoleucine as 
guest residues, respectively. This SELR is able to self-assemble into hydrogels that are 
injectable below the Tt, through the transition mechanism due to the hydrophobic ELR 
blocks, while the formed network is further stabilized by the silk domains. First, we 
have fused a green-emitting FP to the SELR used in this study, namely Aequorea 
coerulescens enhanced green fluorescent protein (AcEGFP).
16,17
 In another molecule 
maintaining the same SELR structure, we have cloned the near-infrared-emitting 
eqFP650, which was previously described as the brightest FP above 635 nm.
18
 
Furthermore, this protein was shown to behave as a dimer, which could be a 
disadvantage in the case of fusion proteins, since it may hamper dimerization and 
efficient emission of fluorescence. However, we intended to assess if this kind of 
oligomeric FPs kept their fluorescence when used to improve the properties of protein-
based materials, such as ELRs or SELRs. For instance, there exist many dimeric and 
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tetrameric far-red and infrared FPs that are very useful in in vivo applications as they 
avoid the drawbacks that arise from the use of GFP, YFP or orange FPs, like a low 
signal-to-noise ratio due to the excitation and emission of auto-fluorescence by 
endogenous molecules, such as hemoglobin, at the wavelength ranges of these FPs.
19
 
Both fluorescent SELRs (SELR-FPs) were characterized by physicochemical methods 
and the mechanical properties of the hydrogels based on these recombinamers were also 
evaluated. 
Moreover, with the aim of exploring novel approaches beyond simple fluorescence 
emission, we studied Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET).
20
 High FRET 
efficiencies are achieved when the distance between the donor and the acceptor is in the 
range of 1-10 nm, they have a favourable dipole-dipole alignment, and there is a 
significant spectral overlap of the donor emission and acceptor excitation (or 
absorption) spectra.
21
 Hence, the study of FRET between both SELR-FPs by 
spectroscopy (donor quenching) and confocal microscopy (acceptor photobleaching) 
allowed us to get information about the interaction between SELR molecules varying 
from low to high concentration solutions, at which they self-assemble into particles and 
hydrogels, respectively, as described for the SELR itself.
15
 Although a previous work 
described a FRET effect between ELR molecules fused to fluorescent proteins, this was 
only feasible if other polypeptides forming a specific protein complex were included in 
the final protein.
22
 In our case, our hypothesis relies on the ability of SELR molecules of 
establishing stacking interactions at mid and high concentrations that are able to 
minimize the distance between the two FPs, hence enabling FRET. Moreover, the 
formation of SELR-FPs-based hydrogels increases the potential of this FRET system in 
different applications. In addition, this is the first time that FRET is described for this 
pair of FPs, to our best knowledge. 
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This work aimed to show the development of novel fluorescent SELRs and the study of 
the features inherent to the SELR, to the FPs and to their combination. The results 
described below provide the basis for further studies regarding the potential applications 
of the hydrogel-forming SELR-FPs designed and bioproduced in this work as 
biosensors,
23
 taking advantage of their recombinant nature. Thereby, peptides/proteins 
that bind to different targets may be included in the SELR sequence, such as glucose,
24
 
LPS,
25
 or metal ions,
26
 thus showing an enormous potential in the field of biosensors. 
Furthermore, the use of FRET could considerably increase the sensitivity of these 
SELR-based biosensors due to the measurement through ratiometric instead of 
intensiometric measurements.
27
 Likewise, SELR-FPs might be used to enhance the 
traceability of biomedical devices made of themselves or in combination with other 
ELRs or silk-based materials. 
Results and Discussion 
Fluorescent SELRs design, bioproduction and physicochemical characterization 
The genes of the SELRs designed for the purpose of this work were successfully 
synthetized (see Figure S1 for a schematic representation of both SELR-FPs and Table 
S1 for the full abbreviated amino acid sequence) and all the cloning steps were carefully 
evaluated by agarose gel electrophoresis and DNA sequencing methods (data not 
shown). Further expression of SELRs in E. coli was confirmed by SDS-PAGE, and a 
final yield of 133 and 120 mg/L of lyophilized product was obtained for the SELR-
AcEGFP and the SELR-eqFP650, respectively. These results are lower than the one 
found previously for the SELR itself,
15
 hence indicating that the fusion of both FPs 
hinders the expression and/or the purification of the SELR. 
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The purity and molecular weight (Mw) of the final products were assessed by SDS-
PAGE and MALDI-TOF (Figure S2 and Figure S3, respectively). As regards the purity, 
it was found to be ≥ 95% for both recombinamers. In the case of the Mw, the 
experimental values, obtained from the m/2z value, (126.9 and 128.9 kDa for SELR-
AcEGFP and SELR-eqFP650, respectively) were very similar to the expected values 
(128.7 and 128.1 kDa) for both SELR-FPs. Additional characterization included H-
NMR spectroscopy (Figure S4 and Tables S6 and S7) and amino acid composition by 
HPLC (Table S2 and S3 for SELR-AcEGFP and SELR-eqFP650, respectively), 
confirming the absence of undesired contaminants. Furthermore, the transition process 
was studied by DSC and SELR-AcEGFP and SELR-eqFP650 showed a Tt of 16.8 and 
17.2ºC, respectively, in PBS at neutral pH (Figure S5). This temperature is more than 
2ºC higher than the one found for the SELR alone (14.4ºC),
15
 since the hydrophilic FPs 
fused to this recombinamer increase the overall hydrophilicity of the final protein, and 
therefore the Tt raises, in agreement with a previous work by Chilkoti and co-workers.
28
 
Moreover, DSC results show that both SELR-FPs meet the requirements to be used in 
biomedical applications, since the transition of the recombinamers at body temperature 
(37ºC) will give rise to hydrogels at high concentrations of the SELR-FPs, as shown 
below. 
Mechanical properties of hydrogels based on SELR-FPs 
The formation of SELR hydrogels is described in depth by Fernández-Colino et al.
15
 
Briefly, hydrophobic interactions between elastin-like blocks initiate the formation of 
the hydrogel network once the temperature is raised above the Tt. This brings silk-like 
domains together, allowing the hydrogen bonding between them in a process termed 
“annealing”, which leads to an increase of the stiffness and to a complete stabilization 
of the hydrogels over time. 
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As observed in Figure 1, both SELR-FPs show a decrease in the storage modulus (G’) 
in comparison to the SELR alone at the same molar concentration.
15
 For instance, G’ for 
SELR-based hydrogels at 1.13 mM are 2.6-, 2.3- and 2.4-fold higher compared to 
SELR-AcEGFP, SELR-eqFP650 and the 1:1 molar mixture, respectively. On the other 
hand, the increase at 1.73 mM is 1.3- and 1.4-fold for SELR-AcEGFP and for both 
SELR-eqFP650 and the 1:1 molar mixture, respectively (see Table S4). These results 
can be explained by the steric effect due to the high volume occupied by either AcEGFP 
or eqFP650 that impedes the tight stacking of elastin-like blocks above the Tt and the 
formation of hydrogen bonds between silk domains that stiffen the hydrogels. However, 
this effect is counteracted by increasing the concentration of SELR-FPs solutions to 
form the hydrogels. The differences between SELR-AcEGFP and SELR-eqFP650 are 
very slight, being more noticeable at higher concentrations (1.94 mM), i.e. G’ of 4055 
and 3354 Pa, respectively. This might be due to the higher steric effect in the case of the 
eqFP650 (and the 1:1 molar mixture) because this FP tends to form dimers. 
 
Figure 1. Graph showing the mechanical properties of SELR-FPs-based hydrogels compared to SELR-
based ones, in terms of storage modulus (G’) at three different concentrations (1.13, 1.73 and 1.94 mM). 
Data corresponding to SELR only was obtained from Fernández-Colino et al.
15
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In addition, results show that it is possible to obtain hydrogels with different grades of 
stiffness depending on the concentration, hence being suitable for diverse applications 
in tissue engineering.
29
 For example, very soft hydrogels with a G’ of ~60 Pa were 
achieved at 1.13 mM, while at 1.94 mM (250 mg/mL) a G’ of ~3700 Pa is observed. 
Below 145 mg/mL, hydrogels were not formed above the Tt as confirmed by visual 
evaluation through the inversion of tubes containing the SELR-FPs solutions at this 
concentration. 
Fluorescence characterization of SELR-FPs by spectroscopy 
The extinction coefficient (ε) of both SELR-FPs was calculated as stated in the 
experimental section, following Equation 1. The absorbance (A) was obtained from the 
absorption spectra at the wavelength of its maximum (λmax), i.e. A = 0.548 for SELR-
AcEGFP at 488 nm, while A = 0.800 for SELR-eqFP650 at 589 nm (peak 2 in 
absorption spectrum, Figure S6). With these values, we calculated ε (see Table 1) and it 
was found to be 21.7% and 15.8% of the corresponding non-fused FPs, for SELR-
AcEGFP and SELR-eqFP650, respectively. We describe two excitation and emission 
maxima for SELR-eqFP650 due to the two peaks observed in its absorption spectrum 
(Figure S6), as described below. Hence, in Table 1, excitation peaks 1 and 2 are 
correlated to emission peaks 1 and 2, respectively. 
Table 1. Key properties of SELR-FPs compared to the corresponding single FPs. 
properties 
AcGFP1 
(Clontech) 
SELR-
AcEGFP 
eqFP650 
(TurboFP650, 
Evrogen) 
SELR-
eqFP650 
Excitation peak 
(nm) 
475 475 592 
Peak 1 – 516 
Peak 2 – 587 
Emission peak 505 510 650 Peak 1 – 540 
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(nm) Peak 2 – 636 
Molar extinction 
coefficient (ε, M-1 
cm
-1
) at excitation 
maximum 
32,500 7,046 65,000 10,243 
Fluorescence 
quantum yield 
(QY) 
0.82 0.34 0.24 0.10 
Brightness
a
 (a.u.) 26,650 2,396 15,600 1,024 
Brightness related 
to AcGFP1 
1 0.09 0.59 0.04 
Reference 
Commercial 
brochure 
This work 18 This work 
a
 Calculated as the product of ε and QY. 
Furthermore, the brightness, as calculated here, taking other works as references, is very 
low compared to SELR-FPs counterparts. However, it should be noticed that a great 
amount of molecules is present in a SELR-FP-based hydrogel, so it will be clearly 
visible by in vivo imaging systems or other instruments dedicated to detect fluorescence. 
Moreover, the excitation and emission spectra of both SELR-FPs (Figure 2) were in 
good agreement with those found in the literature for AcGFP and other derivatives,
16,17
 
and for eqFP650.
18
 Nevertheless, in the latter case, excitation and emission λmax were 
found slightly shifted for SELR-eqFP650, meaning that the fusion to SELR may impede 
correct maturation or dimerization of the FP, hence changing chromophore 
conformation and, consequently, excitation and emission behavior. 
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Figure 2. Excitation and emission spectra for SELR-AcEGFP (green solid and dotted lines) and SELR-
eqFP650 (red solid and dotted lines). 
However, although not observed in the excitation spectrum of SELR-eqFP650 in Figure 
2 due to the settings used for its calculation, we observed a peak at 521 nm in the 
absorbance spectrum of SELR-eqFP650 (Figure S6). The appearance of this peak might 
be due to an incomplete dimerization or incorrect folding of the far-red FP, which 
would be hindered by the high molecular weight of the SELR fused to it. This peak 
presents a high overlap with the one found in the emission spectrum of SELR-AcEGFP 
(see Figure 3 for a more clear comparison). Therefore, we hypothesized that it may exist 
a FRET effect between both SELR-FPs, and different studies were performed in this 
regard, as shown below. 
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Figure 3. Overlay of the absorbance spectrum of SELR-eqFP650 and the emission spectrum of SELR-
AcEGFP showing the high overlap occurring between them. 
Calculation of FRET efficiency in SELR-FPs mixtures by spectroscopy (donor 
quenching) 
The experimental determination of the FRET efficiency (E) by spectroscopy was 
achieved through the comparison of the fluorescence intensity emitted by SELR-
AcEGFP in the presence and in the absence of SELR-eqFP650. It is widely described 
that quenching on the fluorescence emitted by the donor of a FRET pair occurs in the 
presence of the acceptor.
20
 In order to obtain E accurately, we prepared samples 
containing the same amount of SELR-FPs, separately, than the quantity used to prepare 
the 1:1 molar mixture. First, spectra were obtained above Tt setting λex at 475 nm, i.e. 
SELR-AcEGFP maximum, at different concentrations. Then, data from SELR-eqFP650 
were subtracted from the ones of the mixture and a direct comparison was performed by 
representing spectra from SELR-AcEGFP only and from the mixture, as it can be seen 
in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Emission spectra (λex = 475 nm) of SELR-AcEGFP (solid lines) and of a 1:1 molar mixture 
(dotted lines) of both SELR-FPs at different concentrations. 
It can be observed that fluorescence intensity is clearly reduced in the case of the 
mixture (dotted lines) when compared to the SELR-AcEGFP only (solid lines) for every 
concentration excepting 10 mg/mL, which was the lowest concentration tested. This 
result indicates that a FRET effect, by means of donor quenching, takes place at mid 
and high concentrations, probably due to the increased proximity (1-10 nm) between the 
FPs conjugated to the SELRs. 
Concerning E values obtained by this technique, we studied the FRET behavior of 
SELR-FPs at two different temperatures, namely 15 and 37ºC, which are below and 
above the Tt, respectively. The results (Figure 5) show that FRET is non-existent for the 
1:1 molar mixture at 10 mg/mL, as expected by the observation of spectra in Figure 4. 
Furthermore, there are not significant differences between the FRET efficiencies 
obtained for the different concentrations and temperatures (p > 0.05), excepting between 
10 mg/mL and the rest of concentrations. The exact values of E obtained for each 
sample are shown in Table S5. 
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Figure 5. FRET efficiencies calculated by spectroscopy (donor quenching) below (15ºC, blue bars) and 
above (37ºC, red bars) the Tt, at different concentrations. Data are represented as mean ± SD (n = 2). 
The lack of dissimilarities between the different conditions tested suggests that once a 
minimum concentration is reached, the distance between SELR-FPs molecules is low 
enough to enable FRET (1-10 nm), independently of the aggregation of the elastin-like 
blocks above the Tt. Nevertheless, silk-like domains are able to establish interactions 
between them at any temperature and may help molecules to stack and remain closer 
even at temperatures below the Tt. Moreover, even though p-values do not indicate 
significant differences, it can be observed an increase in E above Tt because of the 
hydrophobic interaction of the elastin-like blocks included in the SELR-FPs. 
The evaluation of E in further combinations of elastin- and silk-like domains, and FPs, 
e.g. including both FPs in the same molecule, may shed light into the structure of 
particles and hydrogels based on SELRs, since FRET is critically influenced by the 
distance between the fluorophores. 
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Calculation of FRET efficiency in a SELR-FP mixture by confocal microscopy 
(acceptor photobleaching) 
In order to calculate E by confocal microscopy, hydrogels were prepared in the wells of 
a slide optimized for this technique and allowed to gel at room temperature 
(approximately 23ºC, not significant differences with spectroscopy data than for 37ºC, 
Table S5 and Figure S7) overnight. Figure 6 shows the images of a field of view (FOV) 
within the hydrogel before (Pre) and after (Post) performing photobleaching of the 
acceptor at its maximum λex. As it can be seen, the intensity of the pixels for the green 
channel (corresponding to SELR-AcEGFP) inside the photobleached ROI increases 
after achieving a 93.8 ± 0.3% reduction of the intensity in the red channel (SELR-
eqFP650). This is more clearly observed in the FRET (Post – Pre) picture obtained by 
subtraction of the Post picture from the Pre one. 
 
Figure 6. Diagram showing the results of SELR-AcEGFP de-quenching by photobleaching of SELR-
eqFP650 through confocal microscopy. The calculated efficiency by this method was performed using 
Equation 4 (see Materials and Methods), and it was found to be 0.059 ± 0.01 (mean ± SD, n = 3). 
However, the picture showing the subtraction of the pre image from the post one does not represent 
exactly that efficiency, since images are not corrected. 
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However, the direct calculation of E by the Post – Pre subtraction leads to an 
underestimation due to partial bleaching of the whole FOV during image acquisition. 
For this reason, we proposed the correction of the mean intensity of the pixels inside the 
ROI by using another ROI close to the former, but not including that area. Then, a ratio 
was performed as stated in Equation 4. By this method, it was calculated E = 0.059 ± 
0.001 (mean ± SD, n = 3), which is lower than the efficiencies found for other FPs by 
microscopy methods.
30
 Nevertheless, it must be taken into account the large distance 
between the donor λem and the acceptor λex, which might give different advantages like 
avoiding bleed through or overcoming limitations derived from live fluorescence 
imaging due to tissue auto-fluorescence. 
The discrepancy between the E value obtained by spectroscopy and the one calculated 
by acceptor photobleaching is difficult to explain and could be related to the methods 
used for its determination. For the calculation of FRET by spectroscopy, we relied on 
Equation 2, which is obtained from the simplification of more complex formulas. With 
this simplification, it is assumed that the excitation light intensity absorbed by the donor 
(SELR-AcEGFP) and all the measurement parameters are identical for both samples 
(donor in the absence and in the presence of acceptor, i.e. SELR-eqFP650).
31
 Since both 
measurements were obtained simultaneously, all the settings were similar. However, the 
first assumption could not be confirmed due to spectral overlap between the absorption 
spectra of SELR-AcEGFP and the one of SELR-eqFP650 in the mixture. Hence, we 
relied on precise sample preparation and duplicates to avoid artifacts, which may not be 
completely eradicated. As regards confocal microscopy, a 100% of acceptor 
photobleaching was not achieved, and thereby the E found by this technique might not 
be as high as it actually is. These results can serve as an example for future works 
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concerning FRET, in which extraordinary care must be taken in choosing the methods 
used for the determination of the FRET efficiency. 
Conclusions 
We have developed two fluorescent SELRs able to form injectable hydrogels through 
the genetic fusion of two different fluorescent proteins: AcEGFP and eqFP650. 
Physicochemical characterization reported a thermosensitive behavior and hydrogels 
showed tunable mechanical properties, depending on SELR-FP concentration, hence 
being suitable for different applications. Furthermore, solutions and hydrogels based on 
these SELR-FPs showed fluorescence emission similar to the FPs on their own, except 
for some differences in eqFP650 excitation and emission maximum and global spectra, 
probably due to uncompleted maturation and/or dimerization. However, the finding of a 
green-shifted peak in the absorption spectrum of SELR-eqFP650, not described in the 
literature for the specific FP, led us to determine the FRET effect between both SELR-
FPs. We calculated E by different methods giving dissimilar results possibly because of 
artifacts derived from the techniques. Furthermore, E values were similar for the 
conditions tested, hence being independent of the concentration (over a specific mid 
one) and of the temperature (above or below the Tt). 
To our knowledge, this is the first work describing FRET between AcEGFP, or any of 
its derivatives, and eqFP650. Hence, we propose this system as a good model to study 
the FRET efficiency of novel FRET pairs. In addition, several applications may arise 
from this work, such as the study of self-assembled ELR-based structures (e.g. particles) 
and the development of hydrogels with improved traceability for tissue engineering. 
Similarly, SELR-FPs may find their use as biosensors, either by themselves or as 
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FRET-pairs, thanks to the feasible addition of binding domains, e.g. to metals or cell 
structures, due to their recombinant nature. 
Materials and Methods 
SELR-FPs design and bioproduction 
In order to achieve a green emitting SELR, the AcEGFP (GenScript) was cloned and 
fused to the SELR. For the development of a near-infrared emitting SELR, eqFP650 
gene was synthesized (NZYTech) and genetically fused to the gene encoding the 
recombinamer. 
Cloning and heterologous expression of the SELRs used in this work were performed as 
described elsewhere.
32
 Briefly, their full-length DNA sequences, including FPs, were 
obtained by the iterative recursive method through several cloning steps in XL-1 Blue 
Competent Cells (Agilent) and cloned into a pET-25b(+) vector to be expressed in 
Escherichia coli (BLR strain). SELRs were biosynthesized in a 15-L bioreactor 
(Applikon Biotechnology) and purified by several cooling and heating purification 
cycles (Inverse Transition Cycling) taking advantage of the ability of these 
recombinamers to aggregate above their transition temperature. Further centrifugation 
steps led to a pure product, which was dialyzed against ultra-pure water, filtered through 
0.22 μm filters (Nalgene) to obtain a sterile solution, and freeze-dried prior to storage. 
Physicochemical characterization of pure SELR-FPs 
Characterization techniques included sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) and matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-
flight (MALDI-TOF) for purity and molecular weight (Mw) evaluation compared to the 
theoretical values of 128,737 Da for SELR-AcEGFP and 128,048 Da for SELR-
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eqFP650; differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) to determine the Tt, i.e. the 
thermosensitivity of the recombinamers; HPLC to determine the amino acid 
composition of both SELRs after acid hydrolysis, and nuclear magnetic resonance 
(NMR) to provide recombinamer fingerprint data. 
Rheology of SELR-FP-based hydrogels 
The mechanical properties of the hydrogels formed by the SELRs above the Tt were 
assessed by rheological tests in a controlled stress rheometer (AR2000ex, TA 
Instruments) equipped with a Peltier plate for the control of the temperature and a 12 
mm plate diameter for the shear stress. The procedure followed for the mechanical study 
was previously described.
15
 SELRs were dissolved separately at 4ºC for 24 h in PBS at 
different concentrations, namely 1.13, 1.73 and 1.94 mM (145, 222 and 250 mg/mL, 
respectively). Hydrogels were formed in situ by depositing 200 μL of the solution on the 
Peltier plate (12 mm diameter) below the Tt (5ºC), and rapidly increasing the 
temperature to 37ºC. Time sweep experiments were run at a constant strain of 0.5% and 
a frequency of 1 Hz. Furthermore, the mechanical properties of a 1:1 molar mixture of 
both SELRs at the same concentrations were also evaluated following the same 
protocol. 
Fluorescence spectroscopy of SELR-FPs 
A multi-mode microplate reader (SpectraMax M2e, Molecular Devices) was used for 
the characterization of the two SELR-FPs in terms of absorption and fluorescence 
emission. Molar extinction coefficients (ε) were calculated using Lambert-Beer’s law 
and the absorbance (𝐴) of a solution of each SELR-FP at their maximum at a 
concentration (𝐶) of 10 mg/mL in PBS, in a 1-cm light path (𝑙) cuvette, at 37ºC 
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(Equation 1). A solution of SELR without FPs was used as reference at the same 
concentration. 
(1) 𝐴 = 𝜀 · 𝑙 · 𝐶 
In the case of the absorption spectra, SELR-FPs were dissolved in ultra-pure water 
instead of PBS (same concentration), since all the experiments that did not require 
comparison with the specific FPs alone were carried out in this solvent. 
Emission spectrum was obtained for each SELR-FP setting the excitation wavelength at 
the maximum of absorption with 50 μL of a solution prepared as described above, in 
black half-area 96-well plates (Corning). Excitation spectra were acquired with the 
experimental emission λmax obtained from the previous experiment: 510 nm for SELR-
AcEGFP, and 636 nm for SELR-eqFP650. A 1-nm step was used in every case. All the 
measurements were performed at 37ºC. 
Quantum yields (QY) were obtained by comparison of the emission spectra of the 
SELR-FPs (475 nm and 587 nm excitation for AcEGFP and eqFP650, respectively) 
with those of the FPs by themselves, using the free software a|e - UV-Vis-IR Spectral 
Software 2.2 (FluorTools, www.fluortools.com). AcGFP1 (QY = 0.82, supplier data) 
was obtained from Clontech, while eqFP650 (QY = 0.24)
18
 was purchased from 
Evrogen as TurboFP650 (commercial name). The brightness of each SELR-FP was 
calculated by the product of the ε and the QY and expressed relative to AcGFP1. 
FRET efficiency calculation through spectroscopy (donor quenching) 
Data for the calculation of FRET efficiency were collected with three different types of 
samples: donor only (SELR-AcEGFP) at the same molar concentration than in the 
mixture, acceptor only (SELR-eqFP650) at the same molar concentration than in the 
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mixture, and a 1:1 molar mixture of both components. SELRs were prepared at different 
concentrations, namely 10, 50, 100 and 200 mg/mL, in cold ultra-pure water. In order to 
avoid biases related to the properties of the recombinamer by itself, SELR-FPs were 
diluted in a solution of SELR at the same concentration. Emission spectra were obtained 
with the multi-mode microplate reader (SpectraMax M2e, Molecular Devices) 
mentioned above. Single measurements at 475/510 (λex/λem) were also performed on 
every sample below (15ºC) and above (37ºC) the Tt. 
FRET efficiency (𝐸) was calculated by the following equation (Equation 2):20 
(2) 𝐸 = 1 −  
𝐹𝐷𝐴
𝐹𝐷
 
where 𝐹𝐷𝐴 and 𝐹𝐷 are the fluorescence intensities of the donor at its λmax of excitation 
and emission (475/510 nm), in the presence and in the absence of the acceptor, 
respectively. Due to the emission of fluorescence by the acceptor at those λmax settings, 
data were corrected prior to application of Equation 2 by subtracting the emission 
spectrum of the acceptor only sample to that of the 1:1 molar mixture. 
FRET efficiency calculation through confocal microscopy (acceptor photobleaching) 
In order to evaluate further the FRET efficiency, confocal microscopy was performed 
on hydrogels based on a 1:1 molar mixture of both SELR-FPs. For that purpose, 
recombinamers were dissolved at 200 mg/mL in cold ultra-pure water overnight at 4ºC. 
Hydrogels were formed by depositing 250 µL of the cold SELR-FPs mixture on 
different wells of a µ-Slide 8 Well Glass Bottom (ibidi) to allow confocal microscopy 
visualization through the bottom with a coverslip-like thickness. 
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Confocal images were obtained at 25ºC (above the Tt) with a Leica TCS SP5 confocal 
microscope controlled by the LAS software. Regarding donor fluorescence, an Argon 
laser was used for excitation, and emission was collected at 499-559 nm. On the other 
hand, a white laser couple to a monochromator was used for excitation of the acceptor at 
587 nm, and emission was collected at 595-700 nm. 
With the aim of calculating FRET efficiency through acceptor photobleaching (AB), a 
region of interest (ROI) was drawn on the chosen field and the following pictures were 
taken sequentially: 1) Pre-bleaching donor excitation and emission; 2) Pre-bleaching 
acceptor excitation and emission; 3) Post-bleaching donor excitation and emission; 4) 
Post-bleaching acceptor excitation and emission. AB was accomplished setting the 
white laser at λex = 600 and 90% intensity, performing 100 laser scans inside the ROI 
(approximately 5 minutes of bleaching time). Calculated AB was 93.8 ± 0.3% for the 
SELR-eqFP650, in every case. 
To calculate FRET efficiency, mean intensities of the ROI in the pre- and the post-
bleaching pictures of the donor were used in the following equation (Equation 3):
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(3) 𝐸 = 1 − 
𝐼𝑝𝑟𝑒
𝐼𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡
 
However, because of the unwanted bleaching of both donor and acceptor outside the 
ROI, mean intensities were corrected using the mean intensity of another ROI that did 
not include the photobleached area. Hence, 𝐼𝑝𝑟𝑒 and 𝐼𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 were a result of the relation of 
the mean intensity in the photobleached (𝐼𝑝) and in the non-photobleached (𝐼𝑛𝑝) ROIs, 
therefore giving the following equation (Equation 4): 
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(4) 𝐸 = 1 −  
(
𝐼𝑝
𝐼𝑛𝑝
)
𝑝𝑟𝑒
(
𝐼𝑝
𝐼𝑛𝑝
)
𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡
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